Diagnosis of painful cemented vertebrae from failed vertebroplasty: modified dynamic radiographs play an important role.
The diagnosis of painful cemented vertebrae resulting from failed PV is not clearly defined in literature. This report evaluates the effectiveness of modified dynamic radiographs in diagnosing painful cemented vertebrae resulting from failed PV. From January 2011 to June 2015, 345 patients with a total of 399 VCFs underwent PV at our institution. Among the 345 patients, 27 patients underwent repeated PV at the cemented vertebrae because of persisting or recurrent pain after vertebroplasty. The prevertebroplasty examinations included routine radiographs, modified dynamic radiographs, and MRI. Kyphotic angles and the anterior vertebral body height (AVBH) were measured. The image findings in routine radiographs, modified dynamic radiographs, and MRI were compared. Finally, a visual analog scale was used to measure the outcome. The patients ranged in age from 67 to 90 years. MRI revealed a moderate amount of fluid (definite diagnosis of refracture) in the cemented vertebrae in seven patients, bone edema without fluid in nine patients, and bone edema with minimal fluid in ten patients. The rate of diagnosis of painful cemented vertebrae according to MRI was 27% (7/26). The difference in the kyphotic angle between sitting and supine cross-table lateral radiographs was -9.36° ± 5.20° (P < 0.001). The difference in AVBH was 8.08 ± 3.21 mm (P < 0.001). All 27 patients were confirmed to have dynamic mobility according to the modified dynamic radiographs. When the diagnosis of painful cemented vertebrae is questionable, modified dynamic radiographs can help diagnose painful cemented vertebrae resulting from failed PV.